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In This House
Choreographed and Directed by Jacqueline Cron

“no extra bedrooms
I’m opening all the windows
airing it out
putting flowers in a vase
in the middle of the kitchen table
lighting a candle
loading the dishwasher with all of my thoughts
until they’re spotless
scrubbing the countertops
and then
I plan to step into the bathtub
wash yesterday out of my hair
decorate my body in gold
put music on
sit back
put my feet up
and enjoy
this typical thursday afternoon”
- excerpt from home by Rupi Kaur

Music
Distant Construction Site Ambience by Digieffects Sound Effects Library
Polychromatic by Castelle
Swells by Sam Gouthro
Here We Are Again by Joey Pecoraro

Dancers
Katelyn Arledge, Semira Daniels, Madison Lapham, Hannah Leonard, Kylie Smith

Dilated
Music
Original music created by Stephan Smith
Dancers
Mikaela Laxton, Justin Johnson
Cinematography
Trent Chantemerle
Film Editing
Jacqueline Cron and Trent Chantemerle

Split
Music
In Case I Don’t Feel by Kevin Garrett
Cinematography
Trent Chantemerle
Film Editing
Trent Chantemerle
Dancer
Jacqueline Cron

Complexity of Memory
Music
What Can We Do by Hi-Lo Jack
DAP the Contract, Lawrence, Stolen Jars, Return by Josh Jacobson
Something Came to Me by Donnie Trumpet
Mellow by Clans
Thin by Aquillo

Dancers in order of appearance
control - Hallyn White, Jameel Creech
variant - Hallyn White, Serena Connelly
liberate - Hallyn White, KJ Adams
solitude - Hallyn White

“it was when I stopped searching for home within others
and lifted the foundations of home within myself
I found there were no roots more intimate
than those between a mind and body
that have decided to be whole”
- excerpt from home by Rupi Kaur

Foundation
“you deserve to be
completely found in your surroundings
not lost within them”
- excerpt from home by Rupi Kaur
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